healthcare
Data Center
Switching Solution
Creating the foundation for the
next-generation healthcare data center

A New Network Paradigm
What do the following trends have in common?
• Virtualization, including VDI deployments
• 	Electronic Health Records
• 	Mobile devices (WoWs, tablets and smartphones)
used by doctors, nurses, patients and residents
They all contribute to the tremendous pressure
on your existing network infrastructure — a
pressure not alleviated by simply throwing
more bandwidth at the problem.
What’s needed is a new network paradigm:
the Application Fluent Network
An Application Fluent Network understands
the unique requirements of each application,
user, device and conversational context to
automatically adapt the network to ensure
optimal performance
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Introducing the Alcatel-Lucent
Enterprise Data Center Switching
Solution — delivering on
Alcatel-Lucent’s vision of the
Application Fluent Network
The Alcatel-lucent enterprise
Data center switching solution
Alcatel-Lucent helps healthcare providers address the challenges facing their data center
network while delivering a high-quality user experience for real-time access to EHRs, rich
collaboration between care providers that includes video, seamless integration of public
cloud services like HIEs, and reduced data center costs.

WINNER
Best of iNteroP 2011
The Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise Data
Center Switching Solution won the
2011 Best of Interop award in the data
center and storage category presented
by InformationWeek Analytics.

Alcatel-Lucent’s breakthrough solution starts with a unique blueprint for application
fluent data center switching. This blueprint brings together three core innovations that
together enable extremely scalable, high-performance and resilient data center fabric:

“The ever-expanding IT environment
found in today’s increasingly virtualized
data centers is truly in need of forwardthinking concepts like Alcatel-Lucent’s

The Alcatel-Lucent Virtual Network Profile (vNP)

new Data Center Switching Solution.”

The Alcatel-Lucent Virtual Network Profile (vNP) enables applications to be managed as

Steven Hill, Lead Judge
Best of interop 2011

services, letting the network fluently understand and dynamically control what is needed
for quality application delivery, including automating virtual machine movement.
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(2 Core Switches)
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Over Subscription Rate*
1.8:1
Power per Server Port
5 Watts
#48U Racks
10 Racks

5μs Aggregate Latency*
*Assuming server-to-server traffic 70% within a Pod, 20% between Pods and 10% Via Core

TOP OF RACK SWITCH

vnp

the alcatel-lucent poD

the alcatel-lucent MeSh

• eases the it effort for server

the Pod ensures low latency and high

the Alcatel-lucent mesh is created

virtualization, letting organizations reap

performance by providing server-to-

by connecting Pods to each other

greater virtualization benefits

server connectivity through a unique

and to core switches scaling to more

direct-connect architecture without

than 14,000 server-facing ports with

relying on a core switch to carry traffic.

aggregate end-to-end latency of less

with this architecture, servers to server

than five microseconds. end users across

traffic is kept under 2µs latency.

the enterprise benefit from a high-

• understands the unique requirements
of each application (application
prioritization, switching provisioning,
quality of service [Qos], security)

performance experience thanks to this

• Automatically adapts the network to

direct-connect architecture.

optimize performance

A ComPlete solutioN For
tHe dAtA CeNter Network
the Alcatel-lucent enterprise data Center switching solution combines Alcatel-lucent’s
market-leading omniswitch 10k modular lAN Chassis, the omniswitch 6900 and the
omniswitch 6850e to deliver:
• low-latency, any-to-any 10 gbe connectivity, helping healthcare organizations meet
the growing and evolving needs of the data center as they take on and expand use of
electronic health records, digital imaging and virtual desktop environments
• Network virtualization, using the ieee multi-Chassis link Aggregation (mC-lAg)
specification and Virtual Chassis
• Applications managed as services with vNP, and with automated virtual machine
mobility that is uniquely agnostic to the server virtualization platform in use
the management of this solution includes Alcatel-lucent’s Vitalsuite for end-to-end
application performance visibility with omniVista 2500 Network management system
and omniVista 2500 Virtual machine manager for switch fabric management.

HeAltHCAre dAtA CeNter switCHiNg solutioN
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eNJoY tHe AdVANtAges
oF AN APPliCAtioN
FlueNt Network
DeliVer a high-Quality uSer eXperience
Alcatel-lucent’s application fluent switching fabric provides any-to-any connectivity

reaDy for current
anD future DeManDS

with market-leading low latency, density, low power consumption and overall switching

the Alcatel-lucent enterprise data

capacity needed to deliver optimal performance for real-time, mission-critical

Center switching solution lets

applications. Plus, the Alcatel-lucent Pod and mesh improve application availability by

healthcare providers meet current

localizing failures with the direct-connect architecture. end-to-end application monitoring

needs while preparing for the future

gives it complete application visibility.

with no costly hardware change-outs.
with the Alcatel-lucent enterprise
solution, your enterprise is ready for:

Deploy applicationS More Quickly,
reDuce coMpleXity anD enhance Security

• 40/100gbe and mPls

the Alcatel-lucent enterprise data Center switching solution helps you increase agility
and speed in deploying new services and applications. with an application-fluent
approach to server virtualization, it teams enjoy automated virtual machine movement.
the data center fabric can be partitioned to create specific virtual departmental data
centers reducing complexity and increasing security. looking ahead, healthcare providers

• Fibre Channel over ethernet (FCoe)*
• ethernet Virtual Bridging (eVB)*
• shortest Path Bridging (sPB)*
* requires a software upgrade

can achieve seamless co-existence with cloud-based services, helping to simplify cloud
service delivery.

ALCATEL-LUCENT 10G MESH

reDuce Data center coStS

10GbE Core
OS 10K

Alcatel-lucent’s market-leading, low power
consumption means lower energy costs for the
healthcare provider. Alcatel-lucent also helps
lower operational costs by treating applications
as complete services to simplify data center
management. Finally, a virtualized network
infrastructure helps reduce equipment and
space costs.
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1GbE Top of Rack
OS6850E

10GbE Top of Rack
OS6900

ABOUT ALCATEL-LUCENT
Healthcare
Alcatel-Lucent serves thousands of
hospitals, clinics and assisted living facilities around the world with solutions that
transform communications into meaningful conversations between patients,
doctors, nurses and family members.
Alcatel-Lucent Healthcare provides
solutions in four main areas of concern
to healthcare providers globally:
✚ LAN and WAN solutions
that allow connectivity within a
healthcare system, reliably, securely
and cost-effectively
✚ In-building wireless solutions
(WLAN, DECT and DAS) that permit
mobility to happen regardless of
device, device ownership and wireless
technology
✚ Reachability solutions

Choose Alcatel-Lucent
enterprise for Your
next-generation network
With its unique application fluent approach and visionary data center switching blueprint,
Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise delivers a complete solution for modernizing the data center
network. Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise’s Data Center Switching Solution lets your enterprise:
•	Manage applications as services with the network understanding each application and
automatically adapting to follow virtual machine movement
•	Take advantage of a hybrid cloud model by converting the corporate data center
into a multi-site private cloud with seamless coexistence of service provider-delivered
cloud services

(PBX, UC, visual collaboration) that

• Prepare for the future with Alcatel-Lucent’s innovative data center fabric blueprint.

allow real-time, rich conversations

The Alcatel-Lucent Pod and Mesh with a direct-connect architecture delivers low

to happen between care providers,

latency and high density as well as a long-term sustainable design. Plus our standards-

patients, residents and families

based approach means no lock-in to a specific vendor

✚ Patient-centric solutions
(multichannel contact center, in-room

No other vendor offers the depth of experience and expertise Alcatel-Lucent has in
delivering large-scale switching solutions for service-provider data-center clouds.

services, digital signage) focusing on
the patient’s journey before, during and

Turn to a partner with the vision and innovation to help your organization take its data

after a visit to a healthcare provider

center network into the future — from network virtualization to a hybrid cloud model.
Turn to Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise.
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the alcatel-lucent
enterprise advantage
Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise offers an unmatched commitment
to openness and delivers solutions for all businesses of all
sizes. These solutions drive improved employee and customer
engagement by interconnecting networks, people, and
processes to harness an organization’s knowledge. With
operations in more than 130 countries, an experienced global
services organization, and anco-system of more than 2200
resellers, systems integrators and application developers,
Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise is a local partner with global reach.

To find out more about how the Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise
Data Center Switching Solution can help your enterprise
transform its data center network, click here or contact
your Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise account manager.
www.alcatel-lucent.com/healthcare
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